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discuss them with some intimate friend, he will most likely
get some such reason for them as that it is not worth while
breaking them or that it is impossible to do so, or that as
bad as, say, one's writing or spelling or accent is, it is the
result of early training and cannot be altered now.
Psychologists can help us to get more light on the process
of habit-making than can our friends, but on the whole
the five points enumerated above keep us on the right lines
and the help that we get from experts is in finding the
reason for the ordinary man's view.
Thus, when we come to consider the capacity of any
child to acquire habits—mechanical motor mechanisms
that are accomplished unconsciously at a given stimulus—
we find that a child's intelligence, innate tendencies, temper-
ament and sense equipment are all controlling factors. A
habit cannot be put on a child as a coat can, it can only
be successfully acquired if it suits his personality. This
seems a far cry from the usual rules which a young teacher
acquires for the inculcation of habits, but it seems to me
that until we realize the fact that our habits, or absence
of habits, are conditioned by strong personal idiosyncrasies,
an enormous amount of time and nervous energy will be
wasted both by the teacher and pupil. Take for example
one of the first habits a child has to acquire—clear speech.
If he is shy and does not want to be heard he will have no
inducement to speak out, and a teacher's insistence on his
speaking until he can be heard may result in his casting
out for the time his fear of loud speech by the greater fear
of offending his teacher, but no permanent change will
be effected.
That sense equipment may prevent clear speech is
obvious. I have heard a child scolded for ' refusing' to
make the * th' sound who could not distinguish it from
' d *. The teacher was at fault here, for he had no knowledge
of phonetics, so could neither help the child to hear nor
to make the sound. Again, the question of pleasure-

